Optimization of an ion-to-photon detector for large molecules in mass spectrometry.
Ion packets can be detected in time-of-flight mass spectrometry by collecting the photons that are produced during the impact of the packets with a scintillator. The photon yield is a function of the ion energy. It was found that post-acceleration of the particles in front of the scintillator was an efficient way of increasing signal intensities. For the same total ion energy, the intensities were larger with post-acceleration than when only increasing the initial ion kinetic energy. A venetian blind dynode, converting the primary ion beam into electrons/secondary ions, was also introduced. Positive or negative secondary particles produced on the dynode surface could be accelerated to the scintillator. Electrons were found to give the highest signals. Intensities similar to those measured with microchannel plates were found. The linearity and onset of saturation of the microchannel plates and the ion-to-photon detector were compared. At optimum operating conditions, the ion-to-photon detector gave around 10 times higher signals than the microchannel plates for heavy ions (150 kDa), with similar mass resolution. Copyright 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.